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of the whole continent island. The report of Major General
Bevans, published in 1889, emphasized the need of a closer
union b^fcvv^en the colonies for purposes of their common
defence.
The sains need of common defence had brought into
existence the    Lombard League and to  some extent the
Hanseatic League. The Swiss cantons would have remained
under their separate governments if the aggressive designs
of the Hapsburgs had not goaded them into uniting, if not
for other purposes, primarily for self-defence.   In the pre-
War (1914) Austro-Hungarian Confederation one of the three
common subjects of the joint administration was the Army
and Foreign Affairs.   In the United States of America Jay
devoted not a little space in his papers to the importance of
self-defence against the imperialistic attitude o£ European
nations.     He   wrote:   " If they see   that   our national
government   is efficient and well administered, our trade
prudently regulated,  our militia properly organised and
disciplined, our resources and finances discreetly managed,
our credit reestablished,  our people free,  contented, and
united, they will be much more  disposed  to cultivate our
friendship than provoke our resentment. If on the other hand,
they find us  either destitute of an effectual   government
(each state doing right or wrong as to its rulers may seem
convenient),   or   split  into  three or four independent and
probably discordant republics   or confederacies, one inclin-
ing to Britain, another to France and a third to Spain, and
parhaps played   off against   each other   by   the   three,
what a poor, pitiful figare will America make in their eyes.
How liable would she become not only to their contempt,
but  to their outrage ; and how soon, would dear bought
experience proclaim that when a people or family so divide,
it never fails to be against themselves/' *
* Federalist, No. IV.   Jay has dealt witl* this subject   in detail in
Federalist, No. l\\.

